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Editorial
The featured artist is one of the great painters of the contemporary scene; a creative gem

from a Caribbean island. Alongside the Congolese Claudy Khan, she is one of the
outstanding portrayers of Black womanhood. She overcame time in a coma, on a dialysis
machine, as well as  a kidney transplant, to become a brilliant artist, teacher, activist and
mother. When you think that she never received any formal art training, you realise that

her destiny was to create and to beautify. Along the way, she sprinkled inspiration and left
the footprints of the role model.

The first artist from the Caribbean to be featured in this magazine; from Jamaica, I am
happy to present to you, TAMARA MADDEN.

This issue is dedicated to her daughter, Nini Madden and to Hayley Greenaway, of Oxford,
England; two strong young women, whose parents have recently died from cancer

(Hayley's father aka BJ died this morning) and who have fund raised for funeral costs. May
their days overflow with blessings. 
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Tamara Natalie Madden  Aug.1975 – Nov. 2017

from Afro Punk
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Kingston
Madden was born in Kingston, Jamaica, in 1975, where she attended the Frankfield

Primary School in Manchester, Jamaica, as a child.

from article by Andrew Alexander
 ArtSatl

November 2017

Milwaukee
She attended... Rufus King International High School in Milwaukee, WI.  She studied at

several universities including University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. 

from Wikipedia

Atlanta
Spelman College celebrates the life and legacy of Professor Tamara Madden, a talented

painter and lecturer in the Department of Art and Visual Culture. While relatively new to the
College, she was an extraordinary artist who enjoyed teaching and especially loved her
talented Spelman students that she taught in her drawing classes and the materials and

concepts courses she developed 

from Spelman College



Dignified
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Goddesses
"Similar to the works of Gustav Klimt, Madden clothes the goddess in a boldly patterned
dress with clear ties to the arts and crafts movement and its populist underpinnings of

advocating for art made by the people for the people. 

from Wikiwand

Queens
In 2007, Madden debuted a series entitled, "Kings & Queens", which focused on

heightening the everyday person. Her work continues to focus on recognizing nobility,
honour and respect in those often overlooked by society.  

from Alchetron

Warriors
Tamara has always felt a connection to ‘everyday folk’, the working class, the unseen and
unheard, the true warriors of our time. She realized, however, that many people who may
have suffered through a similar struggle, did not want to revisit those struggles. With great
thought and consideration for her message, she decided to amend her ideas. Inspired, by
the golden period of Gustav Klimt and images of royalty from Egypt and West Africa; she

decided to turn regular folk into representations of nobility. It seemed, in her view, to be the
only way to allow them to be represented and appreciated for who they were intrinsically;

kings, queens and warriors, in their own right, who never had a chance to shine...

from Black Art in America
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Regal
“Each piece of art is an allegory that represents the soul and spirit of the individual. Their

regal state embodies all that is often hidden and overlooked.

from article by Andrew Alexander
 ArtSatl

November 2017

Golden
She has said the golden headpieces worn by subjects of her paintings were meant to

represent mystical crowns, halos, armour and weaponry for the spiritual warriors. 

from Atlanta Tribune

Heritage
This exhibition is an exploration of the vast cultural heritage of Jamaica. This cultural

medley also extends out of Jamaica throughout the Caribbean, and Central and South
America. The island boasts a diverse racial background that informs a rich and unified

heritage. Our heritage cannot be defined by just one race, and many of the people are a
mixture of some and all. While Caribbean people wholly and fully celebrate our African

heritage, this exhibit also seeks to explore “Black” as a singular racial distinction,
challenging a monolithic notion that does not account for the many races inherent in our

bloodline. 

from Pittsburg Cultural Trust – Out of Many, One People exhibition
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Klimt
I had always felt a connection to everyday folk, the working class, the unseen and

unheard, the true warriors of our time. My childhood experience with poverty dictated that I
care. I realized, however, that many people, who may have suffered through a similar

struggle, did not want to revisit those struggles so I decided to turn my ideas inside out.
Inspired, by the golden period of Gustav Klimt and images of royalty from Egypt and West

Africa; I decided to turn regular folk into kings and queens.

from Jamaicans.com

Palmer
After her solo exhibition in 2004, Madden relocated near Atlanta, Georgia. She met her

mentors Charly Palmer and WAK (Kevin A Williams) while living in Atlanta.

from Wikipedia

Nsoroma
Tamara uses self-developed drawing and painting processes to create, however she

credits her mentors and influences for her artistic growth. Her mentors include Ammar
Nsoroma, Evelyn Patricia Terry, Della Wells...

from Just Lookin' Gallery 



from Avisca Fine Art



Mystique
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Iconic
"The arts community is in mourning for our dear friend. She was such an inspiration and
encouragement for young artists, women of colour and especially Spelman students who

respected and revered her. Her work celebrated the African Diaspora and her iconic
images will live forever in her memory," said Charmaine Minniefield, lecturer, Art & Visual

Culture. 

from My AJC

Ethereal
Today, Madden continues to elevate ordinary folk to royalty in her paintings. Adorned with

mythological golden crowns, her subjects dazzle with nobility while situated in ethereal
landscapes. 

from article by Tiffany Nicole Slade
On Verge
Aug.2011

Spirit
My work is not about egoism; it is about empowerment of the spirit and recognition of the

beauty within.

from article by Andrew Alexander
 ArtSatl

November 2017
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Jah
Laura Izibor! Love love her CD.I also have Sizzla, Bilal, Adele, Portishead, Buju Banton,

Jah Cure and a myriad of other wonderful artist on my Ipod. 

Tamara Madden

from TIGN (Thank God I'm Natural)

Rasta
Her uncles, who were Rastafarians, played an important role in her artistic development as

well. At age 5, she remembers seeing pencil drawings that her uncle created. She was
fascinated and remembers trying to understand how he could create something from

nothing. Her uncles were also amazing sculptors, sculpting beautiful carvings from scrap
wood. In that same year her uncle Carl taught her how to sharpen her pencils with a

machete. From that point on, she decided that she would be an artist. 

from Just Lookin' Gallery

Reggae
I listen to so many different genres of music, and it’s all based on my mood. Some of my
favorite artists include, Evanescence, Portishead, Ayo, Aya, Esthero, Jah Cure, Popcaan,
Beres Hammond…The list is long and varied. Most of the time though, a little reggae or

dancehall can pull me out of any funk that I may fall in.

Tamara Madden
from Style No Chaser
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Videos
Tamara Natalie Madden's Talk at Vandebilt University – 28.05

Damn! Our Great Siste Gone@42 – Ovarian Cancer! Ase'Tamara Madden – 25.41

Tamara Natalie Madden Interview – 17.46

Tamara Natalie Madden – 13.54

Tamara Natalie Madden Interview – 9.55

Out of Many, One People – 7.42

Young People Interview with Tamara Madden – 6.14

The Journey – 6.21

Full Circle – A Solo Exhibition of Works by Tamara Natalie Madden – 5.23

Tamara Natalie Madden's exhibition at Pounder-Kone Art Space – 4.04

Jamaican Artist Tamara Natalie Madden died at 42 – 4.01

Anthony Green – Give Me Some Loving – 3.41

Tamara Natalie Madden Photography – 3.33

An Urban Affair by Tamara Natalie Madden – 3.05

The Queen of Sheba – 2.17

Never Forget Your Past – 1.57

Commemorative Book in honour of Oprah Winfrey – 1.09

Artist Tamara Natalie Madden presents Kings and Queens – 1.08
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